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ORDER #2
FROM DYNASTY CHINA

NEW PRODUCT ON DISPLAY AT LEADING WINE SHOW
The new N2MAX104 was displayed at the ENOVIT
wine show in Lisbon, Portugal this January.
domnick hunter’s distributor in Portugal, Gas
Man, organised the show with support from dh
Iberica.
All kinds of products involved in wine production
were exhibited and many major wine
manufacturers attended the show, with several
enquiries coming from Spain too.
The global market for wine continues to grow at
an annual rate of around 2%. Portuguese wines
have seen a revival of late with red wines
remaining popular due to health claims and rosé
enjoying a renewed fashion status.

Dynasty, a leading wine producer in China,
recently ordered its second nitrogen
generator from domnick hunter distributor,
Welltectron.
Dynasty produce over 30,000 tonnes of
wines annually through a portfolio that
comprises over 50 products including red,
white and sparkling wines as well as brandy.
With products to suit all price segments and
consumer tastes.

Order #2 from Kester Components
Kester are a leading provider of high performance interconnecting
materials and related services for the electronic and micro-component
assembly markets. Products include lead-free solutions, liquid fluxes and
bar solders.
Originally known as Litton Component, the group’s headquarters are
located in Chicago with manufacturing facilities in Canada, Brazil,
Singapore, Germany, Japan, Taiwan and Malaysia.

The first N2MAX116 was installed during
March 2005 and the second during May
2006. (All pipe work and vessels used in the
installation are stainless steel). Nitrogen
with a purity of 0.1% is delivered at
24Nm3/hr. The nitrogen is used to purge
bottles prior to filling and for tank
blanketing.

Rolina Ghazali of domnick hunter Malaysia says, “The company first
installed a CAMAX110 in 2000, after running the generator for six years
they find the systems very reliable and almost maintenance free.”

To find out more about Dynasty visit
www.dynasty-wines.com

Nitrogen is used for several applications within the electronics industry to
provide a clean dry oxygen free environment with fewer solder defects.

Kester Malaysia recently purchased a second MAXIGAS unit. The
N2MAX110 will deliver nitrogen with a purity of 2% oxygen content at a
flow rate of 29Nm3/hr.

For more information please visit www.kester.com

Upcoming Gulf Food 19-22 Feb, Dubai
Events:
PRO2PAC 18-21 March, London

Leading laser eye clinic relies on MAXIGAS
Optimax, the UK’s laser eye specialist, has installed MAXIGAS nitrogen generators in more
than 18 clinics nationwide.
Nitrogen is used to purge the beam guide path of the Eximer Laser that is used to alter the
eye’s lens and correct vision.
Nitrogen ensures no particulate or other airborne contaminants can interfere with the beam
and affect its power or shape.
Phil Green, Gas Sales Manager, domnick hunter UK, says “If you consider that most of these
clinics are in town centres, then think about the logistics of delivering cylinders, manual
handling, outside storage and the broken finger nails when it comes to changing the 2 stage
regulator on new bottles and you begin to get a picture of MAXIGAS’ benefits.”
The generator chosen for this application is the domnick hunter PLG250-1, which feeds
nitrogen into a 50 litre horizontal storage vessel that is pressure switch controlled and so only
produces nitrogen on demand, meaning the generators can be left switched on all the time
and will only start up when gas is used. This requires no intervention by clinic staff at all and
means that they don’t have to remember to switch the generator on or off.

Recycling innovator adopts MAXIGAS for world’s first ThermoFuel plant
Ozmotech, an Aus tralian w orld l eader in the c onversion of waste
plastic to clean-burning diesel fuel has adopted MAXIGAS to
maximise efficiency and reliability of its first production plant. The
move is part of an international roll out by the Melbourne based
company.
The turnkey skid mounted unit comprises compressor, air receiver
and a MAXIGAS nitrogen generator. It will be installed in Ireland and
will be f ollowed by other plants throughout Europe.
Ozmotech’s unique ThermoF uel system converts plastics from a
variety of sources, including domestic waste, into diesel fuel that
can be used in any standard truck, bus, boat, or stationary diesel
engine. The company expects to divert more than 6,800 tonnes of
plas tics away from landfill each year, with each of its plants
producing six million litres of quality fuel.
“We use nitrogen as a purge before and after every production
cycle, this improves diesel quality by ensuring no oxygen or
hydrocarbons e xis t in the system during the char removal process,”
said Daniel Fabiyanic, Operations Manager of Ozmotech. He adds,
“Nitrogen is also used to verify the integrity of mechanical seals to
ensure safety is not compromised.”
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